2019
NMAA FOUNDATION
Bowl-A-Thon Results

11th ANNUAL – January 27th at Ten Pins & More

1st Place – Ten Pins & More: 2683
2nd Place – Subway: 2359
3rd Place – Admiral Beverage: 1788
4th Place – The Young Bunch: 1767
5th Place – Pin Blasters: 1703
6th Place – Norcon of NM #1: 1678
7th Place – Travers Mechanical #1: 1677
8th Place – ADT Security: 1646
9th Place – U.S. Bank: 1632
10th Place – ProView Networks: 1631
11th Place – Rio Rancho Public Schools: 1605
12th Place – Travers Mechanical #2: 1582
13th Place – RRCVB: 1453
14th Place – CES #1: 1426
15th Place – CES #2: 1415
16th Place – Norcon of NM #2: 1358
17th Place – Kedge & Richards: 1051
18th Place – Sign & Image Factory: 802
19th Place – Travers Mechanical #3: 791
20th Place – Travers Mechanical: 750

Top Male - Marcus Favero, Subway: 2359
Top Female – Donielle Waite, Ten Pins & More: 582

Thank you to each of the above teams for their support of the NMAA Foundation. Also, special thanks to Fuddruckers, Sonic Drive-In, and Subway for providing prizes for this year’s event.

Lastly, thank you to Steve Mackie and his staff at Ten Pins & More for hosting the 11th Annual NMAA Foundation Bowl-A-Thon!